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Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and Delta Chi Chapter Coat of Arms 
 
This study summarizes the basic facts surrounding the development and evolution of the coat of 
arms of the Delta Chi chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.1 The reader is cautioned to note 
the distinction between the "Fraternity arms" of Delta Kappa Epsilon (the parent organization) 
founded with the Phi chapter at Yale University in 1844 and the "Chapter arms" of Delta Chi, the 
Cornell University chapter of ∆KE founded in 1870. 
 
As the language of heraldry is somewhat specialized, a glossary of just those terms used in the 
various ∆KE blazons will be found herewith. 
 
The armorial bearings of both the Fraternity and the Delta Chi Chapter of ∆KE include the overt 
Greek mottos of each upon a scroll beneath the respective shields.2 The Fraternity motto is 
“Kηρόθεv Φίλoι άεί,” or in Roman transliteration, "Kerothen Philoi Aei," meaning "Friends 
from the Heart Forever." The chapter motto is "Μή  δοκεῖν  ἀλλ᾽  εἶναι," or in Roman 
transliteration, “Me Dokein All Einai,” meaning "Not to seem, but to be." 
 
 
∆ΚΕ Fraternity Coat of Arms 
 
The Fraternity escutcheon first materialized as a frontispiece in the 1851 ∆KE catalogue (Figure 
1).3 The design of that image substantially resembles that now in use with two principal 
exceptions appearing on the sinister side of the escutcheon of pretense: (1) a human ear in place 
of the three mullets now employed, and (2) a tincture other than sable for the small chevron 
above. A similar representation of the Fraternity arms appeared six years later in a Yale 
University secret society periodical (Figure 2).4 This version continued at least until 1870 when 
it appeared in The Cornellian (Figure 3). No publicly published blazon of these early arms has 
yet been discovered. 
 
An early manuscript constitution of Delta Kappa Epsilon circa 1870 described the Fraternity 

 
   1The original version of this study appeared in Fogle, H. William, Jr., The Cornell Deke House ──A History of the 
1893 Lodge (Ithaca NY: The Delta Chi Association, 1993), Chapter V (Chapter Coat of Arms), pp. 39-50, 
Appendix H (Glossary of Heraldic Terms), pp. 99-101, and Appendix I (The Delta Chi Chapter Motto), 102-104. 
Copies may be found in the Cornell University Library (LJ75 .D315 1993z +), the DeWitt Historical Society of 
Tompkins County (728.4 7655, accession #1994.9.1)) and the Library of Congress (LJ75 .D315 1993). 
 
    2See Appendix A for the classical origins of the chapter's overt motto. The secret mottos of the Fraternity and of Delta 
Chi are discussed elsewhere. 

    3∆KE Directory, 1851. Specimen held by ∆KE Archives, Delta Kappa Epsilon International Fraternity, Omicron 
Tomb, Ann Arbor MI. This engraved image was reproduced in the Delta Kappa Epsilon Alumni Directory ──1991 
(White Plains NY: Bernard C. Harris Publishing Company, 1991). 

    4The Yale Banner, XIV, No. 1 (30 Sep 1857). Specimen held by Manuscripts and Archives Department, Sterling 
Memorial Library, Yale University, New Haven CT 06520. 
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arms in the following terms:5

 
The escutcheon shall be an erect shield bearing the following devices: two 
chevrons counterpointed representing "Protection to Each Other" and 
"Constancy." The colors shall be gules, azure and or, and shall be represented, as 
usual, thus: The gules by perpendicular lines, the azure by horizontal lines, and 
the or by dots. Above the reversed chevron shall be a radiated eye; below the 
abased chevron, our secret characteristic, Phi. Within the chevronelles [sic], 
dexter and sinister, formed by the counterpointed chevron, shall be two gules 
hearts, one in each, bound by an or chain which sweeps across the abased 
chevron. The chevrons counterpointed shall bear a shield, which shall be divided 
into two fields proper: dexter and sinister. The dexter field shall be divided by an 
abased chevron: the upper half containing the keys of Knowledge, the lower an 
ear representing "Secrecy." The sinister field shall contain a lion rampant, 
emblematical of our "Supremacy" and "Strength." 

 
The modern herald would presumably cringe upon reading the above text, but it does serve to 
indicate the state of the design at the time of writing. The Fraternity arms would again be 
described to the world at large by Lyman Hotchkiss Bagg, Yale '69.6
 

A white (argent) central shield ──displaying a rampant lion, a pair of crossed 
keys and an ear ──is surmounted by an outer shield, divided by various cross bars 
and chevrons, with the colors blue (azure), red (gules), and gold (or), indicated in 
the regular heraldic manner. An open eye looks forth from the upper part of the 
outer shield, and a pair of hearts, one on each side, are joined by a chain which 
sustains at the bottom the letter or letters denoting the chapter. In the usual 
vignette, this double shield is surmounted by crossed swords, and a winged globe 
bearing the letters ∆KE; while the motto, "Kerothen Philoi Aei" (in Greek let-
tering), figures on a scroll beneath, and rays of light set off the whole design. 
There are several variations from this pattern, but all the vignettes agree in 
displaying the elaborate double-shield design. 

 
The design of the ∆KE Fraternity arms was essentially complete by the end of 1882 when the 
following instructions were presented to the 36th ∆KE Convention held with the Upsilon 
Chapter at Brown University.7
 

 
    5 Delta Chi Chapter Meeting Minutes (CMM), v. I. Originals are located in the ∆KE Depository (Collection 37-4-
1535), Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections (CU-DRMC), Carl A. Kroch Library, Cornell University, Ithaca 
NY 14853. 

    6Lyman Hotchkiss Bagg, Four Years at Yale By a Graduate of '69 (1871), pp. 108-9. 

    7"Minute of Report of the Advisory Council of the ∆KE Fraternity to the 36th ∆KE Convention to be held with the 
Upsilon Chapter (Brown University) on 18-19 October 1882," ∆KE Archives. 
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Third. As to arms and seals:  
 

a. That to the description of the arms be added the designation of the chevron on 
the sinister field of the escutcheon in pretense as sable.  

b. That there be prepared and printed by the Council in colors copies of the arms 
of the Fraternity to be furnished to the chapters and members at the lowest 
price consistent with proper execution.  

c. That henceforward no chapter shall use other blazon than the Fraternity 
escutcheon with such crest or supporters or regular completion of an 
achievement as may have been authorized by the Fraternity or temporarily 
permitted by the Council.  

d. That the Council shall provide for the supply, on short notice and at as low an 
expense as possible, of cuts in wood and metal of the arms of the Fraternity 
and blazons used by the several chapters. 

 
This period coincided with the beginning of centralized government within Delta Kappa Epsilon 
and a general reordering of the fraternity's affairs. Significantly, the newly organized ∆KE 
Council included Brother John DeWitt Warner, Delta Chi '72, as Secretary.8 Warner took an 
active interest in guiding the ∆KE heraldic evolution during his tenure in this office and for 
many years thereafter when he represented Delta Chi on the Council.9 A draft constitution of the 
Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity submitted to the 1882 ∆KE Convention to be held with the 
Upsilon chapter, possibly by his hand and very likely under his influence, contained the 
following passages in Article II entitled, Badge, Seals, Arms, Motto and Grip.10

 
Section 3.  
The arms of the Fraternity are: An erect shield, azure, bearing chevrons coun-
terpointed, superior, or, inferior, gules; in chief a radiated eye, proper; between 
the chevrons counterpointed two hearts, dexter and sinister respectively, gules, 
united by a chain, or, sweeping downward across the chevron gules, and bearing, 
pendant in base, our secret characteristic Phi, or. Upon the centre of the main 
escutcheon is borne an escutcheon in pretense ──on a field argent divided in pale, 
dexter a lion rampant proper, sinister a chevron sable between keys crossed 
proper, above, and a mullet triple gules, azure, or; below. The Crest ──a winged 
globe. The Motto ──"Kerothen Philoi Aei" (in Greek lettering). 
 
Section 4.  
The arms of the chapters shall be: An escutcheon and escutcheon in pretense as in 
the Fraternity arms; the escutcheon or, bearing chevrons counterpointed, superior 

 
    8W. J. Maxwell, compiler, General Catalogue of Delta Kappa Epsilon ──1918 (New York: The Council of Delta 
Kappa Epsilon, 1918), p. XIV. 

    9Ibid., p. XV. 

    10Delta Kappa Epsilon Record Book, p. 20, ∆KE Archives. 
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gules, inferior azure, hearts gules, united by a chain of the same, bearing pendant 
chapter letter also of the same, all in position as in the Fraternity arms. The 
escutcheon in pretense ──on a field argent, chapter bearing sable, or on a field 
sable, chapter bearing argent, or on a field sable, chapter bearing or. Crest and 
bearing simple, ad libitum, except that the Fraternity crest and bearing shall not 
be used. Motto Greek, ad libitum, except that the Fraternity motto shall not be 
used. 

 
One notes that the ear of "Secrecy" had been replaced by the mullet triple denoting "Harmony," 
an interpretation set forth in a passage of Fraternity ritual dated October 1883.11 See Figures 5, 7 
and 8 for representations of this final design. 
 
One sidetrack should be noted. In 1901 Brother Thomas J. Brereton ΓΒ ’79 proposed a fanciful 
departure that depicted a revised shield with student-scholar supporters.12 See Figure 6. The 
response of the Fraternity traditionalists may well be imagined.  
 
 
∆Χ Chapter Arms 
 
We next come to an 1883 message from the ∆KE Council to all chapters of the Fraternity issued 
just before the 37th ∆KE Convention hosted by the Omicron chapter. This missive stated the 
official Fraternity policy concerning chapter bearings.13

 
As to chapter arms and blazons, the last convention directed that after the next 
convention no chapter use other blazon than the Fraternity escutcheon with such 
modifications as should be authorized by the convention, or temporarily permitted 
by the Council. This made it necessary for the Council to consider some general 
method of carrying into effect the plan of the Fraternity, fixed nearly forty years 
since, of a complete system of chapter arms. The Council have [sic] given the 
matter thorough consideration, and has at last fixed upon certain rules which it 
conceives should regulate such a system. They are as follows:  Chapter arms 
should,  

 
1. Use and display Fraternity colors;  
2. Be sufficiently like Fraternity arms to be distinctively ∆KE;  
3. Differ from Fraternity arms to make contrast when used with the same in 

stained glass windows, chapter hall decorations, etc.; 
4. Preserve a general plan throughout chapters, [and]  

 
    11"Skeleton Ritual for Proceedings at Initiations and Meetings," CMM, v. I. 

    12Thomas J. Brereton, “Some Observations Upon the Heraldic Bearings of Communities and Societies,” Delta 
Kappa Epsilon Quarterly, XIX, #2 (June 1901), pp. 73-81. 
 
    13Message X dated 9 September 1883, Delta Kappa Epsilon Record Book, p. 20, ∆KE Archives. 
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5. Give each chapter opportunity to display its special blazon, and make it 
the most prominent bearing on the escutcheon. 

 
In view of the fact that the wishes and tastes of each chapter should be consulted, 
the Council will ask the next convention to leave each chapter to arrange with the 
Council in such regard, and considering the extent of present demands upon the 
chapters, the Council will also recommend that the assumption of a chapter 
blazon, or the use of new arms, be not obligatory for the present. The Council 
trusts, however, that a general system in such regard may possibly be adopted 
throughout the chapters. Your chapter blazon can then be registered, and will be 
yours whenever your own wish, or the request of a future convention shall prompt 
its use. We beg you to appoint a committee in such regard, who shall be instructed 
immediately to correspond with us, or to suggest (1) what single emblem, (2) 
what crest (not the winged globe), and (3) what Greek motto (not either of those 
of the Fraternity) would be preferred by your chapter. ∆KE is the only one of the 
fraternities which has always had the basis of and has contemplated a general he-
raldic system, and we are anxious that she shall perfect it, and thus lead in that re-
gard all her rivals who are invariably bending towards it. 

 
The substance of this message was essentially repeated in Ann Arbor that October at the 
Convention.14 The fall of 1883 also saw the first issue of The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly, 
noteworthy for featuring a color plate depicting the Fraternity arms opposite a long classical 
poem by Brother Warner entitled "Our Aegis.”15 This verse celebrated the shield of Achilles 
wrought by Vulcan (Hephaistos) and suggested that the Fraternity bearings descended from the 
armor worn by this Greek hero. This theme was to be sceno-graphically restated many years later 
in the Delta Chi Chapter Alumni Memorial stained glass windows. 
 
The final result regarding the design of the Fraternity arms and the system of obtaining the 
individual chapter arms by "differencing" the former was published in a long paper by Brother 
Franklin Winfield Lantz, Psi Phi '70.16 The blazon of the Fraternity arms was stated as follows in 
that article: 
 

Arms. ⎯Azure, between two chevrons contrepoint [sic], the superior or, the 
inferior gules, as many human hearts of the last, issuing thereout a chain pendent 
over all, the link in the base point in form of a Greek letter Phi, of the second; in 
chief an eye proper, radiated or; and upon an escutcheon of pretense, argent, a 

 
    14"Minute of the Report of the Council of the ∆KE Fraternity to the 37th ∆KE Convention to be held with the Omicron 
chapter (University of Michigan) in Ann Arbor MI on 17-18 October 1883." ∆KE Archives. 

    15John DeWitt Warner, "Our Aegis," The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly, I, No. 1 (1883), pp. 2-6. See ∆Χ of ∆ΚΕ 
Special Study #10: Poems and Songs. 

    16Franklin Winfield Lantz, Psi Phi '70, "∆KE Heraldry," The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly, III, No. 1 (October 
1884), pp. 23-31. 
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lion rampant sable, languid gules, impaling argent, a chevron between two keys 
endorsed in saltier in chief sable, and in base three mullets, two and one, in form 
of a triple star, gules, azure, and or. Crest. ──a globe or, winged argent. Motto. 
──"Kerothen Philoi Aei" (in Greek lettering). 

 
The first recorded description of the Delta Chi arms, clearly derived from the arms of New York 
State, also appeared in this 1884 Lantz article: 
 

Delta Chi takes from the escutcheon of New York the sun rising over a mount 
beyond an expanse of water ──a picture which to every Cornellian will recall his 
university crowning the hills which confine Cayuga Lake on the east── and in her 
crest, a head wearing a helmet, the visor down, waits for the future fully to reveal 
her prowess. 

 
The armorial bearings of the State of New York had been in some confusion up until 1881 when 
a special commission was appointed to look into the matter.17 In due course, the following 
blazon was enacted into law by the State Legislature.18

 
Charge. Azure, in a landscape, the sun in fess rising in splendor or, behind a range 
of three mountains, the middle one the highest in base, a ship and sloop under 
sail, passing and about to meet on a river, bordered below by a grassy shore 
fringed with shrubs, all proper. Crest. On a wreath, azure, and or, an American 
Eagle proper, rising to the dexter from a two-thirds of a globe terrestrial, showing 
the North Atlantic ocean with outlines of its shores. Supporters. On a quasi 
compartment formed by the extension of the scroll. Dexter. The figure of Liberty 
proper, her hair disheveled and decorated with pearls, vested azure, sandaled 
gules, about the waist a cincture or, fringed gules, a mantle of the last depending 
from the shoulders behind to the feet, in the dexter hand a staff ensigned with a 
Phrygian cap or, the sinister arm embowed, the hand supporting the shield at the 
dexter chief point, a royal crown by her sinister foot dejected. Sinister. The figure 
of Justice proper, her hair disheveled, and decorated with pearls, vested or, about 
the waist a cincture azure, fringed gules, sandaled and mantled as Liberty, bound 
about the eyes with a fillet proper, in the dexter hand a straight sword hilted or, 
erect, resting on the sinister chief point of the shield, the sinister arm embowed, 
holding before her scales proper. Motto. On a scroll below the shield argent, in 
sable, EXCELSIOR. 

 
The text of the Delta Chi blazon did not appear until three years later in The Delta Kappa 
Epsilon Quarterly.19 Thus, we have: 

 
    17Eugene Zeiber, Heraldry in America, Second Edition   (Bailey, Banks & Biddle, 1909). Albert B. Corey, State 
Historian, "The History of the New York State Flag" (New York State Department of Education). 

    18Chapter 190, New York State Laws of 1882, as amended by Chapter 229, Laws of 1896. 

    19"The Blazons of the ∆KE Arms," The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly, VI, No. 1 (October 1887), pp. 28-35. 
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Arms.  
──Or, between two chevrons contrepoint [sic], the upper gules and lower azure, 
as many men's hearts, issuant thereout, and pendent over all a chain, the link in 
the base point in form of the Greek letters D and X interlaced of the second; and 
upon an escutcheon of pretence argent, a sun or, rising over a triple mount beyond 
an expanse of water in base, sable. Crest. ──An esquire's helmet argent. Motto. 
──"Ou Dochein All Einai" (in Greek lettering). 

 
This paper was studded with typesetting errors; neither the details of blazonry or Greek 
transcription can be taken as definitive. Interestingly, the blazon for the Fraternity arms also 
appeared in this article, but the text differed from the 1884 version as noted by upper case 
lettering in the following transcription: 
 

Arms.  
⎯Azure, between two chevrons contrepoint [sic], the UPPER or AND LOWER 
gules, as many human hearts of the last, ISSUANT thereout AND pendent over 
all A CHAIN, the link in the base point in form of a Greek letter Phi GOLD; in 
chief an eye proper, radiated OF THE SECOND; and upon an escutcheon of 
pretense, argent, a lion rampant sable, languid gules, impaling argent, a chevron 
between two keys endorsed SALTIERWISE [sic] in chief sable, and three 
mullets, two, one, in form of a triple star IN BASE, THE FIRST azure, SECOND 
GULES, THIRD or. Crest. ──a globe or, winged argent. Motto. ──"Kerothen 
Philoi Aei" (in Greek lettering). 

 
The only images of the Delta Chi chapter arms that we have any record of are the following: 
 

• impressions of a steel engraving made by the Homer Lee Bank Note Company 
of New York NY circa 1884 when the Lantz paper was published (Figure 9); 

• a carved and painted wood representation measuring approximately 25" by 
50" that was affixed above the ledge of the Clifton Beckwith Brown '00 
Memorial Mantle circa 1900 in the library of 13 South Avenue Deke House; 
and 

• the stained glass representation in the south Alumni Memorial Window that 
was installed circa 1907. 

 
Impressions from the Homer Lee engraving may be found in early copies of the Cornellian and 
on a few old pieces of chapter stationary. However, the original engraving die set has been lost. 
Homer Lee was acquired by the American Banknote Company at the turn of the century, but the 
archives of the latter firm hold no mention of either the engraving or the circumstances under 
which it was commissioned.20 The only significant peculiarities in this art work concern the 
motto: the Greek phrase was modified slightly from that specified in the 1887 blazon to read 

 
    20Aurelia Chen, Product Manager, American Bank Note Company, 70 Broad Street, New York NY 10004, letter to 
HWF, 3 June 1987. 
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“Μή δοκεῖν ἀλλ᾽ εἶναι,” the form now accepted as standard, and the Greek letter "Delta" was 
rendered in a manner resembling an upper case Roman "S". 
 
The library mantle piece survived until 1982 when vandals made off with the shield. All that 
now remains are the helmet and scroll. This rendition of the arms was notable in that it featured 
the following devices in addition to those called for in the published blazon: (1) a wreath 
encompassing the helmet, (2) two flags with staffs saltirewise behind the main escutcheon as 
supporters, (3) a battle axe dexter also behind the escutcheon with shaft parallel to and above one 
flag, and (4) a battle pike sinister also behind the escutcheon with shaft parallel to the other flag. 
The symbols of war added as supporters were undoubtedly chosen in consideration of the fact 
the Brother Brown gave his life in the Battle of San Juan Hill on 1 July 1898 and was the only 
Cornellian to be killed in the Spanish American War21. Both the helmet and scroll were finished 
in gold gilt paint. 
 
The beautiful stained glass window bearing the arms is in surprisingly good condition. The 
helmet is clearly argent and the scroll or with lettering sable. The motto employed the modified 
phrasing indicated in the Homer Lee engraving. 
 
The decorative artifacts described above uniformly employ a similar design and motif for the 
chapter escutcheon in pretense. All three featured a sun in splendor or rising from behind a range 
of three mountains sable, the middle peak the more distant, with the sky above and the lake 
below, sable and the sun reflecting wavy argent in the lake. The effect was indescribably gloomy 
in each of the representations and the distinction between sky, mountain and lake achieved only 
by lining of an ambiguous tincture. With a patient and straining eye, one might make out the 
"triple mount" as a foreboding black mass brooding over a murky inland sea. The argent field 
called for in the 1887 blazon of this shield never clearly appeared. 
 
There has throughout the history of the chapter been uncertainty about how many links should be 
in the chains linking the hearts to the interlaced Greek chapter letters, "Delta" and "Chi." The 
problem is confounded by the fact that the chapter arms are by tradition and design obtained by 
"differencing" the arms of the Fraternity. So to consider the question we must study the Frater-
nity arms as well as those of the chapter. For the sake of brevity, let us adopt the notation, D/S, 
to signify a coat of arms having D links on the dexter side (the left as viewed by an observer) and 
S links on the sinister side of the shield. 
 
Official representations of the Fraternity coat of arms showed 13/12 in 1851, 8/8 in 1900, 8/7 in 
1910 and 1918.22 The 8/7 design has prevailed and is now official by virtue of being listed as a 
"Collective Membership Mark" with the United States Patent office.23 This asymmetrical "8/7" 

 
    21HWF, "Roosevelt Spruce Trees Recognized by New York State," The Delta Chi Deke (May 1988). 

    22Duncan Andrews, Executive Director, Delta Kappa Epsilon International Fraternity, letter to HWF, 29 May 1987. 

    23United States Patent Office Collective Membership Mark, Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, Registration Number 
#1,085,781, 14 Feb 1978. 
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choice has been rationalized by the belief that the links should represent the fifteen founders of 
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 
 
The various chapter arms depicted in the Homer Lee series of engravings, including the Delta 
Chi arms, are all in the 8/8 style. Of the Cornell Deke House artifacts, the carved mantle piece 
arms are peculiar in that they have an 11/11 pattern.24 The Memorial Windows with their 8/8 
design appear to be consistent with the Homer Lee convention. 
 
The 1887 blazons provide little guidance concerning the number of links to employ, but they do 
consistently identify the Greek chapter letters symbol as "the link in the base point." If we count 
that symbol, then the 8/7 design has sixteen links and the symbolism of representing founders 
with links is defeated. The situation is corrected by accepting a 7/7 construction. 
 
In 1987, interest in the chapter armorial bearings renewed and The Delta Chi Association 
decided to commission new art work and revise the blazon to correct all of the perceived defects 
while maintaining due reverence for the heraldic origins of the Delta Chi arms. Professional 
assistance was sought through the offices of The American College of Heraldry, Tuscaloosa AL, 
and The Armorial Heritage Foundation, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. 
 
The Armorial Heritage Foundation submitted the following recommendation for the blazon of 
the Delta Chi arms in October 1987.25

 
 Arms. 

──Or, a saltire party per fesse gules in chief and azure in base, charged with an 
escutcheon of pretence, depicting a landscape, namely the sun rising in splendor 
or against a sky azure, behind a range of three mountains vert, the middle more 
distant, and a lake sable, therein the sun reflected wavy argent. In dexter and 
sinister fesse-point a heart each gules, from each suspended on seven links of 
chain gules, counterchanged or over the saltire azure, the interlaced Greek letters 
"Delta" and "Chi" also gules, joining the two chains in base as their fifteenth link. 
Above the shield, a helmet argent befitting the rank of an esquire. Motto. ──Be-
low, a scroll or bearing the Greek words sable, Me Dokein All Einai (in Greek 
lettering), meaning "not to seem, but to be." 

 
On 8 November 1987, The American College of Heraldry submitted their recommendation for 
the blazon.26

 
 

    24"Please Explain──," The Delta Chi Deke, XLV, No. 2 (April 1980). 

    25Hans Dietrich Birk, The Armorial Heritage Foundation, 48 Merkley Square, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1G 
2Y6, letter to HWF, 10 Oct 1987. 

    26David P. Johnson, The American College of Heraldry, Drawer CG, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa AL 
35486-2887, letter to HWF, dated 8 November 1987. 
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 Arms.  
──Or, a saltire party per fess Gules and Azure charged with an inescutcheon de-
picting a landscape, namely, Azure, the sun rising in splendor from behind three 
mountains Vert, and in base a lake sable, therein the sun reflected wavy argent. In 
dexter and sinister fess-point a heart, each Gules, from each suspended on seven 
links of chain Gules, counterchanged Or over the saltire Azure, the interlaced 
Greek letters "Delta" and "Chi" also Gules, joining the two chains in base as their 
fifteenth link. Above the shield is placed a tilting helmet, and in an escrol below 
the shield, the motto: Not to seem, but to be," in Greek letters. 

 
After due consideration, the following blazon was filed with The American College of Heraldry 
under Registration Number #715 in April 1988.27

  
Arms.  
⎯Or, between two chevrons counterpoint, the upper Gules and the lower Azure, 
as many men's hearts, issuant from each and pendant overall a chain of seven 
links, joining them in base as their fifteenth link the interlaced Greek letters 
"Delta" and "Chi" Gules, counterchanged Or over the lower chevron. At fess 
point an inescutcheon depicting a landscape, namely, Azure, the sun rising in 
splendor from behind three mountains Vert, and in base Sable, therein the sun 
reflected wavy Argent. Above the Shield is placed a helmet with visor closed, and 
in Escrol below the Shield this motto: "Not to seem, but to be," in Greek Letters. 

 
This blazon now stands as the official text representing the armorial bearings of the Delta Chi 
Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon and has been so reported in the North American heraldic 
community.28

 
New black-on-white and color art work (Figures 10 and 11) for this revised coat of arms have 
been produced for use in chapter publications by the Armorial Heritage Foundation. The 
masthead of the chapter newsletter now bears the official Delta Chi escutcheon for the first time 
since its debut in 1935.29 Before, The Delta Chi Deke made do with the "borrowed" arms of the 
Fraternity or the seal of Cornell University. Furthermore, the library fireplace has been restored 
with a replacement coat of arms and a possible future project has been contemplated: registration 
of the armorial bearings of the Delta Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon as a Collective 
Membership Mark with the United States Patent and Trademark Office just as the Fraternity 
arms have been. 

 
    27Certificate, "The American College of Heraldry; A Registration of the Armorial Bearings of Delta Chi Chapter of 
Delta Kappa Epsilon," Number #715, back dated 14 October 1987.  

    28"Trailing a Blazon," The Armiger's News, X, No. 2 (Spring 1988). Johnson, David Pittman, The Heraldic Register of 
America (Tuscaloosa AL: American College of Heraldry, University of Alabama, 1985). A copy is held in the Cornell 
University Library (CR1209.H53 1985). 

    29The Delta Chi Deke (Dec 1987). 
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Figure 1: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, Holy Goddess Scene, Catalog of 1851. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, Yale Banner, 30 September 1857.  
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Figure 3: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, The Cornellian, ∆Χ Chapter Entry, 1870. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, The Cornellian, ∆Χ Chapter Entry, 1875. 
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Figure 5: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly, 1883 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, Brereton’s Proposal, 1901.  
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Figure 7: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, Collective Membership Mark, USPTO, 1978.  
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 8: ∆ΚΕ Fraternity Arms, Contemporary. 
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Figure 9: ∆Χ Chapter Arms, The Cornellian. ∆Χ Chapter Entry, 1894. 
  
 

 
 
Figure 10: ∆Χ Chapter Arms, ∆ΚΕ1-076, American College of Heraldry, B&W 
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Figure 11: ∆Χ Chapter Arms, ∆ΚΕ1-077, American College of Heraldry 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12: New York State Arms, 1778 
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Figure 13: Certificate, American College of Heraldry, 14 October 1987. 
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Appendix A: The Delta Chi Chapter Motto 
 
The ∆KE Fraternity motto, “Kηρόθεv Φίλoι άεί,” or “Kerothen Philoi Aei,” as it would appear 
in a Roman transliteration of the Greek, is most frequently translated as "Friends From the Heart 
Forever." 30  The transposition, "From the Heart, Friends Forever," is frequently encountered. No 
classical origin for this homily is known, but it certainly dates from the earliest years of the 
organization.  
 
The Delta Chi chapter motto, “Μή δοκεῖν ἀλλ᾽ εἶναι” (in transliteration, Me Dokein All Einai), 
first arose as "Οὐ Δoχεῖv  ἀλλ᾽ Eίvαι” (Ou Dochein All Einai) in the 1887 publication of the 
blazon of the Delta Chi arms.31 The motto next appeared in its currently accepted form in an 
engraving attributed to the Homer Lee Bank Note Company. The phrase is taken from line 592, 
"οὐ  γὰρ  δοκεῖν  ἄριστος,  ἀλλ᾽  εἶναι  θέλει," in the 467 B.C. play,  Ἑπτὰ  ἐπὶ  Θήβας  (Seven 
Against Thebes), by Aeschylus, a Greek poet and tragic dramatist.32 The complete passage and 
translation follow.33  
 

[590] 
τοιαῦθ᾽ ὁ μάντις ἀσπίδ᾽ εὐκήλως ἔχων 
πάγχαλκον ηὔδα· σῆμα δ᾽ οὐκ ἐπῆν κύκλῳ. 
οὐ γὰρ δοκεῖν ἄριστος, ἀλλ᾽ εἶναι θέλει, 
βαθεῖαν ἄλοκα διὰ φρενὸς καρπούμενος, 
ἐξ ἧς τὰ κεδνὰ βλαστάνει βουλεύματα. 
 
[595] 
τούτῳ σοφούς τε κἀγαθοὺς ἀντηρέτας 
πέμπειν ἐπαινῶ. δεινὸς ὃς θεοὺς σέβει. 

 
[590]  
So the seer spoke as untroubled he held his all-bronze shield. No 
symbol was fixed to his shield's circle. For he does not wish to 
appear the bravest, but to be the bravest, as he harvests the fruit of 
his mind's deep furrow, where his careful resolutions grow.  
 

 
    30"Alphabet Table," Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield MA: G. & C. Merriam Company, 1979), is used 
to transliterate the Greek phrases quoted in the text. 

    31"The Blazons of the ∆KE Arms," The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly, VI, No. 1 (October 1887), pp. 28-35. 

    32Burton Stevenson, editor, The MacMillan Book of Proverbs, Maxims, and Famous Phrases (New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1948), p. 2056. 

    33 Herbert Weir Smyth, Cambridge 1926, ed. Aeschylus, with an English translation.  Volume I, Seven Against 
Thebes. Herbert Weir Smyth, Ph. D. (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1926). 
 http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/. http://www.mikrosapoplous.gr/prometheus/7epi_thivas/05.html
 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.mikrosapoplous.gr/prometheus/7epi_thivas/05.html
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[595]  
I advise you to send wise and brave opponents against him. He 
who reveres the gods is to be feared. 

 
Several of the many existing English translations of the motto follow. 
 

Goldwin Smith (1894): "Foremost to be, not seem, was his aim." 34

 
E. D. A. Morshead: "For on no bruit and rumour of great deeds, but on their doing, is his 

spirit set." 35  
 
Herbert Weir Smyth (1930): "For his resolve is not to seem the bravest, but to be." 36

 
David Grene: "He is best not at seeming to be such, but being so." 37

 
Gilbert Murray: "Not to seem great he seeketh, but to be." 38

 
The quotation arises from a description of the Argive warrior and seer, Amphiaraüs, as given by 
a messenger, variously described as a spy or a scout, to Eteocles who is defending Thebes 
against his brother, Polyneices.39

 
It was not until 1893, a decade after the Delta Chi Dekes had adopted this homily as their motto 
that the General Assembly of North Carolina did the same for their state, taking the Latin 
equivalent, "Esse Quam Videri.”40  
 

 
    34Goldwin Smith, tr., Specimens of Greek Tragedy (New York: MacMillan and Co., 1894), p. 42. 

    35Whitnay J. Oates and Eugene O'Neill, Jr., eds., The Complete Greek Drama (New York: Random House), p. 106. 

    36Herbert Weir Smyth, tr., Aeschylus; with an English Translation (London: William Heinemann, and New York: G. 
P. Putnam's Sons, 1930), pp. 370-71. 

    37David Grene and Richmond Latimore, trs., The Complete Greek Tragedies; Aeschylus (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press), p. 111. 

    38Gilbert Murray, tr., Aeschylus; The Seven Against Thebes [Septem Contra Thebas] (New York: Oxford University 
Press), p. 54. 

    39Michael Grant, "Aeschylus," Greek and Latin Authors; 800 B.C.-A.D. 1000 (New York: The H. W. Wilson 
Company, 1980), pp. 5-7. Edward Tripp, Crowell's Handbook of Classical Mythology (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, 1970), pp. 41-2 and 527-9. 

    40Walter Clark, "Our State Motto and its Origin," Vol. 9, p. 179, North Carolina Booklet, 1909. 
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Appendix B: Glossary of Heraldic Terms 
 
The following definitions pertain to the various blazons of the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity 
and Delta Chi Chapter arms.41

 
------------------------------- 
 
Abased  Turned downwards, as wings on a shield. Also said of a charge, when lowered. 
Achievement  An escutcheon or ensign armorial, granted in memory of some achievement. 
Argent  The silver of a coat of arms; the white colour in armorial bearings (1562). 
Arms  Heraldic insignia or devices, borne originally on the    shields of knights or barons to dis-

tinguish them (hence armorial bearings), which later became hereditary. 
Azure  Blue, represented in engravings by horizontal lines. 
 
Base  The lower part of a shield. 
Bearing  A single charge or device. 
Blazon  Heraldic description or representation of armorial bearings. To describe in proper 

heraldic language. 
 
Chevron  A charge on the escutcheon, consisting of a bar bent like two meeting rafters, thus /\. 
Chevronel  A bent bar on the escutcheon half the breadth of the chevron. 
Chief  The upper third of the field. 
Charge  To place a bearing on. 
Counterpointed, Counterpointe  Said of two chevrons in one escutcheon when they meet in the 

points. 
Contrepoint  ──This is not a proper word. 
Counterchange  To interchange or reverse the tinctures. 
 
Dexter  Belonging to or situated on the right side. In a representation of a coat of arms, that part 

of the shield which appears on the left side [of a spectator] is called the Dexter, and that on 
the right the Sinister. Cussans. 

Difference  An addition of or alteration to a coat of arms to distinguish a junior member or 
branch from the chief line. 

 
Endorse  A vertical division of a shield, one-eighth (or one-fourth) of the breadth of a pale. 
Escroll  Scroll. 
Escutcheon  The shield or shield shaped surface on which a coat of arms is depicted; also, the 

shield with the bearings; a representation of this. 
Escutcheon of Pretence  The small escutcheon bearing the arms of an heiress placed in the 

centre of her husband's shield. 
Esquire  A young man of gentle birth, an aspirant to knighthood, who attended on a knight and 

 
    41C. T. Onions, ed., The Oxford Universal Dictionary on Historical Principles, Third Edition, Revised with Addenda 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955). 
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carried his shield. 
 
Fesse  An ordinary formed by two horizontal lines drawn across the middle of the field, and 

containing between them one third of it. 
Fesse-point  The exact center of the escutcheon. 
Field  The surface of a shield, or one of its divisions. 
 
Gules  Red, as one of the heraldic colours; in engraving represented by vertical lines. 
 
Helmet  The figure of a helmet placed above the escutcheon in an achievement and supporting 

the crest. 
Heraldry  The art or science of a herald; now especially the art or science of blazoning armorial 

bearings, of tracing and recording pedigrees, and of deciding questions of precedence. 
 
Impale  To marshal (two coats of arms) side by side on one 
shield, divided palewise. 
In Chief  Borne on the upper part of the shield. 
Inescutcheon  An escutcheon of pretence, or other small escutcheon, charged on a larger 

escutcheon. 
Issuant  Emerging from the bottom of a chief, or (less usually) rising from another bearing or 

from the bottom of an escutcheon. Said especially of a beast of which the upper half alone is 
visible. 

 
Languid  Of a charge: represented with a tongue of a specified tincture. 
 
Metal  Either of the tinctures or and argent. 
Motto  A significant word or sentence usually placed upon a    scroll, occasionally having some 

reference to the name or exploits of the bearer, to the charges upon the shield or to the crest, 
but more often expressing merely a pious aspiration or exalted sentiment. 

Mullet  A figure of a star, having five (or more) straight points.. 
points. Given as a mark of cadency for a third son. 
 
Or  The tincture gold or yellow in armorial bearings. 
 
Party per Fesse  (of the shield) Divided by a horizontal line through the middle. 
 
Radiant  See Rayonne. 
Rampant  Standing on the sinister hind-leg, with both forelegs elevated, the dexter above the 

sinister, and the head in profile. 
Rayonne  Of a division between parts of the field: having alternate pointed projections and 

depressions, whose sides are formed by wavy lines. 
 
Sable  Black, as one of the heraldic colours; in engraving represented by horizontal and vertical 

lines crossing each other. 
Saltire  An ordinary in the form of St. Andrew's cross, formed with a bend and a bend sinister, 



crossing each other. In Saltire: crossed like the limbs of a St. Andrew's cross. Hence, Saltire-
ways, Saltirewise. 

Scroll  The ribbon-like appendage to a coat of arms, on which the motto is inscribed. 
Shield  See Escutcheon. 
Sinister  Forming, or situated on, the left half of a shield (regarded from the bearer's point of 

view). 
 
Tincture  Inclusive term for the metals, colours and furs used in coats of arms, etc. 
 
Vert  The tincture green. 
 
 
Engraver’s Tricks or Hatching42
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42Emily H. Butterfield, College Fraternity Heraldry (Menasha WI: The Collegiate Press, George Banta Publishing 
Company, 1931). Weber State College: Call #LJ 53 B8. 
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